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MODULE


20
❖


How Groups Intensify 
Decisions


Which effect—good or bad—does group interaction more often have? Police brutality and mob violence demonstrate its de -structive potential. Yet support-group leaders, management 
consultants, and educational theorists proclaim group interaction’s 
benefits, and social and religious movements urge their members to 
strengthen their identities by fellowship with like-minded others.
 Studies of people in small groups have produced a principle that helps 
explain both bad and good outcomes: Group discussion often strengthens 
members’ initial inclinations. The unfolding of this research on group 
polarization illustrates the process of inquiry—how an interesting discov-
ery often leads researchers to hasty and erroneous conclusions, which 
ultimately are replaced with more accurate conclusions. This is a scientific 
mystery I can discuss firsthand, having been one of the detectives.


THE CASE OF THE “RISKY SHIFT”
More than 300 studies began with a surprising finding by James Stoner 
(1961), then an MIT graduate student. For his master’s thesis in manage-
ment, Stoner tested the commonly held belief that groups are more 
cautious than individuals. He posed decision dilemmas in which the 
participant’s task was to advise imagined characters how much risk to 
take. Put yourself in the participant’s shoes: What advice would you 
give the character in this situation?1


1This item, constructed for my own research, illustrates the sort of decision dilemma posed 
by Stoner.
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Helen is a writer who is said to have considerable creative talent but who 
so far has been earning a comfortable living by writing cheap westerns. 
Recently she has come up with an idea for a potentially significant novel. 
If it could be written and accepted, it might have considerable literary 
impact and be a big boost to her career. On the other hand, if she cannot 
work out her idea or if the novel is a flop, she will have expended consid-
erable time and energy without remuneration.
 Imagine that you are advising Helen. Please check the lowest probability 
that you would consider acceptable for Helen to attempt to write the novel.
 Helen should attempt to write the novel if the chances that the novel 
will be a success are at least


 1 in 10


 2 in 10


 3 in 10


 4 in 10


 5 in 10


 6 in 10


After making your decision, guess what this book’s average reader 
would advise.
 Having marked their advice on a dozen such items, five or so indi-
viduals would then discuss and reach agreement on each item. How do 
you think the group decisions compared with the average decision before 
the discussions? Would the groups be likely to take greater risks, be more 
cautious, or stay the same?
 To everyone’s amazement, the group decisions were usually riskier. 
Dubbed the “risky shift phenomenon,” this finding set off a wave of 
group risk-taking studies. These revealed that risky shift occurs not only 
when a group decides by consensus; after a brief discussion, individuals, 
too, will alter their decisions. What is more, researchers successfully 
repeated Stoner’s finding with people of varying ages and occupations 
in a dozen nations.
 During discussion, opinions converged. Curiously, however, the 
point toward which they converged was usually a lower (riskier) num-
ber than their initial average. Here was a delightful puzzle. The small 
risky shift effect was reliable, unexpected, and without any immediately 
obvious explanation. What group influences produce such an effect? 
And how widespread is it? Do discussions in juries, business commit-
tees, and military organizations also promote risk taking? Does this 
explain why teenage reckless driving, as measured by death rates, nearly 
doubles when a 16- or 17-year-old driver has two teenage passengers 
rather than none (Chen & others, 2000)?
 After several years of study, we discovered that the risky shift was 
not universal. We could write decision dilemmas on which people 


 7 in 10


 8 in 10


 9 in 10


 10 in 10 (Place a check here if you think 
Helen should attempt the novel only if it is 
certain that the novel will be a success.)
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became more cautious after discussion. One of these featured “Roger,” 
a young married man with two school-age children and a secure but 
low-paying job. Roger can afford life’s necessities but few of its luxuries. 
He hears that the stock of a relatively unknown company may soon 
triple in value if its new product is favorably received or decline consid-
erably if it does not sell. Roger has no savings. To invest in the company, 
he is considering selling his life insurance policy.
 Can you see a general principle that predicts both the tendency to 
give riskier advice after discussing Helen’s situation and more cautious 
advice after discussing Roger’s? If you are like most people, you would 
advise Helen to take a greater risk than Roger, even before talking with 
others. It turns out there is a strong tendency for discussion to accentu-
ate these initial leanings; groups discussing the “Roger” dilemma became 
more risk-averse than they were before discussion.


DO GROUPS INTENSIFY OPINIONS?
Realizing that this group phenomenon was not a consistent shift toward 
increased risk, we reconceived the phenomenon as a tendency for group 
discussion to enhance group members’ initial leanings. This idea led 
investigators to propose what French researchers Serge Moscovici and 
Marisa Zavalloni (1969) called group polarization: Discussion typically 
strengthens the average inclination of group members.


Group Polarization Experiments
This new view of the changes induced by group discussion prompted 
experimenters to have people discuss attitude statements that most of 
them favored or most of them opposed. Would talking in groups enhance 
their shared initial inclinations as it did with the decision dilemmas? In 
groups, would risk takers take bigger risks, bigots become more hostile, 
and givers become more generous? That’s what the group polarization 
hypothesis predicts (Figure 20-1).
 Dozens of studies confirm group polarization.


• Moscovici and Zavalloni (1969) observed that discussion 
enhanced French students’ initially positive attitude toward 
their president and negative attitude toward Americans.


• Mititoshi Isozaki (1984) found that Japanese university students 
gave more pronounced judgments of “guilty” after discussing a 
traffic case. When jury members are inclined to award damages, 
the group award similarly tends to exceed that preferred by the 
median jury member (Sunstein, 2007a).
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 Another research strategy has been to pick issues on which opinions 
are divided and then isolate people who hold the same view. Does dis-
cussion with like-minded people strengthen shared views? Does it mag-
nify the attitude gap that separates the two sides?
 George Bishop and I wondered. So we set up groups of relatively 
prejudiced and unprejudiced high school students and asked them to 
respond—before and after discussion—to issues involving racial atti-
tudes, such as property rights versus open housing (Myers & Bishop, 
1970). We found that the discussions among like-minded students did 
indeed increase the initial gap between the two groups (Figure 20-2).


Group Polarization in Everyday Life
In everyday life people associate mostly with others whose attitudes are 
similar to their own. (Look at your own circle of friends.) Does everyday 
group interaction with like-minded friends intensify shared attitudes? 
Do nerds become nerdier and jocks jockier?
 It happens. The self-segregation of boys into all-male groups and of 
girls into all-female groups accentuates over time their initially modest 
gender differences, notes Eleanor Maccoby (2002). Boys with boys become 
gradually more competitive and action oriented in their play and fic-
tional fare, and girls with girls become more relationally oriented. On 
U.S. federal appellate court cases, “Republican-appointed judges tend to 
vote like Republicans and Democratic-appointed judges tend to vote like 


Before
discussion


After
discussion


0Neutral


Oppose


Favor
Group A


Group B–


+


FIGURE 20-1
Group polarization. The group polariza-
tion hypothesis predicts that discussion 
will strengthen an attitude shared by 
group members.
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Democrats,” David Schkade and Cass Sunstein (2003) have observed. 
But such tendencies are accentuated when among like-minded judges. 
“A Republican appointee sitting with two other Republicans votes far 
more conservatively than when the same judge sits with at least one 
Democratic appointee. A Democratic appointee, meanwhile, shows the 
same tendency in the opposite ideological direction.”


Group Polarization in Schools
Another real-life parallel to the laboratory phenomenon is what educa-
tion researchers have called the “accentuation” effect: Over time, initial 
differences among groups of college students become accentuated. If the 
first-year students at college X are initially more intellectual than the 
students at college Y, that gap is likely to increase by the time they 
graduate. Likewise, compared with fraternity and sorority members, 
independents tend to have more liberal political attitudes, a difference 
that grows with time in college (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991). Research-
ers believe this results partly from group members reinforcing shared 
inclinations.


Prejudice


Before
discussion


After
discussion


High-prejudice groups


Low-prejudice groups
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FIGURE 20-2
Discussion increased polarization between 
homogeneous groups of high- and low-
prejudice high school students. Talking 
over racial issues increased prejudice in a 
high-prejudice group and decreased it in 
a low-prejudice group. Source: Data from 
Myers & Bishop, 1970.
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Group Polarization in Communities
Polarization also occurs in communities, as people self-segregate. 
“Crunchy places . . . attract crunchy types and become crunchier,” observes 
David Brooks (2005). “Conservative places . . . attract conservatives and 
become more so.” Neighborhoods become echo chambers, with opinions 
richocheting off kindred-spirited friends. One experiment assembled 
small groups of Coloradoans in liberal Boulder and conservative Colo-
rado Springs. The discussions increased agreement within small groups 
about global warming, affirmative action, and same-sex unions. Never-
theless, those in Boulder generally converged further left and those in 
Colorado Springs further right (Schkade & others, 2007).
 In the United States, the end result has become a more divided coun-
try. The percentage of landslide counties—those voting 60 percent or 
more for one presidential candidate—nearly doubled between 1976 and 
2000 (Bishop, 2004). The percentage of entering collegians declaring 
themselves as politically “middle of the road” dropped from 60 percent 
in 1983 to 45 percent in 2005, with corresponding increases in those 
declaring themselves on the right or the left (Pryor & others, 2005). On 
campuses, the clustering of students into mostly White sororities and 
fraternities and into ethnic minority student organizations tends to 
strengthen social identities and to increase antagonisms among the social 
groups (Sidanius & others, 2004).
 In laboratory studies the competitive relationships and mistrust that 
individuals frequently display when playing games with one another fre-
quently worsen when the players are in groups (Winquist & Larson, 2004). 
During actual community conflicts, like-minded people associate increas-
ingly with one another, amplifying their shared tendencies. Gang delin-
quency emerges from a process of mutual reinforcement within neighbor-
hood gangs, whose members share attributes and hostilities (Cartwright, 
1975). If “a second out-of-control 15-year-old moves in [on your block],” 
surmises David Lykken (1997), “the mischief they get into as a team is likely 
to be more than merely double what the first would do on his own. . . . 
A gang is more dangerous than the sum of its individual parts.” Indeed, 
“unsupervised peer groups” are “the strongest predictor” of a neighbor-
hood’s crime victimization rate, report Bonita Veysey and Steven Messner 
(1999). Moreover, experimental interventions that take delinquent adoles-
cents and group them with other delinquents actually—no surprise to 
any group polarization researcher—increase the rate of problem behavior 
(Dishion & others, 1999).


Group Polarization on the Internet
E-mail, blogs, and electronic chat rooms offer a potential new medium 
for like-minded people to find one another and for group interaction. On 
MySpace, there are tens of thousands of groups of kindred spirits dis-
cussing religion, politics, hobbies, cars, music, and you name it. The 
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Internet’s countless virtual groups enable peacemakers and neo-Nazis, 
geeks and goths, conspiracy theorists and cancer survivors to isolate 
themselves with like-minded others and find support for their shared 
concerns, interests, and suspicions (Gerstenfeld & others, 2003; McKenna 
& Bargh, 1998, 2000; Sunstein, 2001). Without the nonverbal nuances of 
face-to-face contact, will such discussions produce group polarization? 
Will peacemakers become more pacifistic and militia members more ter-
ror prone? E-mail, Google, and chat rooms “make it much easier for 
small groups to rally like-minded people, crystallize diffuse hatreds and 
mobilize lethal force,” observes Robert Wright (2003b). As broadband 
spreads, Internet-spawned polarization will increase, he speculates. 
“Ever seen one of Osama bin Laden’s recruiting videos? They’re very 
effective, and they’ll reach their targeted audience much more efficiently 
via broadband.” According to one University of Haifa analysis, terrorist 
websites—which grew from a dozen in 1997 to some 4,700 at the end of 
2005—have increased more than four times faster than the total number 
of websites (Ariza, 2006).


Group Polarization in Terrorist Organizations
From their analysis of terrorist organizations around the world, Clark 
McCauley and Mary Segal (1987; McCauley, 2002) note that terrorism 
does not erupt suddenly. Rather, it arises among people whose shared 
grievances bring them together. As they interact in isolation from mod-
erating influences, they become progressively more extreme. The social 
amplifier brings the signal in more strongly. The result is violent acts 
that the individuals, apart from the group, would never have committed.
 For example, the 9/11 terrorists were bred by a long process that 
engaged the polarizing effect of interaction among the like-minded. The 
process of becoming a terrorist, noted a National Research Council panel, 
isolates individuals from other belief systems, dehumanizes potential 
targets, and tolerates no dissent (Smelser & Mitchell, 2002). Over time, 
group members come to categorize the world as “us” and “them” 
(Moghaddam, 2005; Qirko, 2004). Ariel Merari (2002), an investigator of 
Middle Eastern and Sri Lankan suicide terrorism, believes the key to 
creating a terrorist suicide is the group process. “To the best of my 
knowledge, there has not been a single case of suicide terrorism which 
was done on a personal whim.”
 According to one analysis of terrorists who were members of the 
Salafi Jihad—an Islamic fundamentalist movement, of which al Qaeda is 
a part—70 percent joined while living as expatriates. After moving to 
foreign places in search of jobs or education, they became mindful of 
their Muslim identity and often gravitated to mosques and moved in 
with other expatriate Muslims, who sometimes recruited them into cell 
groups that provided “mutual emotional and social support” and “devel-
opment of a common identity” (Sageman, 2004).
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 Massacres, similarly, have been found to be group phenomena. The 
violence is enabled and escalated by the killers egging one another on 
(Zajonc, 2000). It is difficult to influence someone once “in the pressure 
cooker of the terrorist group,” notes Jerrold Post (2005) after interviewing 
many accused terrorists. “In the long run, the most effective antiterrorist 
policy is one that inhibits potential recruits from joining in the first 
place.”


EXPLAINING GROUP POLARIZATION
Why do groups adopt stances that are more exaggerated than those of 
their average individual member? Researchers hoped that solving the 
mystery of group polarization might provide some insights into group 
influence. Solving small puzzles sometimes provides clues for solving 
larger ones.
 Among several proposed theories of group polarization, two have 
survived scientific scrutiny. One deals with the arguments presented 
during a discussion, the other with how members of a group view them-
selves vis-à-vis the other members. The first idea is an example of infor-
mational influence (influence that results from accepting evidence about 
reality). The second is an example of normative influence (influence based 
on a person’s desire to be accepted or admired by others).


Informational Influence
According to the best-supported explanation, group discussion elicits a 
pooling of ideas, most of which favor the dominant viewpoint. Some 
discussed ideas are common knowledge to group members (Gigone & 
Hastie, 1993; Larson & others, 1994; Stasser, 1991). Other ideas may 
include persuasive arguments that some group members had not previ-
ously considered. When discussing Helen the writer, someone may say, 
“Helen should go for it, because she has little to lose. If her novel flops, 
she can always go back to writing cheap westerns.” Such statements 
often entangle information about the person’s arguments with cues con-
cerning the person’s position on the issue. But when people hear relevant 
arguments without learning the specific stands other people assume, 
they still shift their positions (Burnstein & Vinokur, 1977; Hinsz & others, 
1997). Arguments, in and of themselves, matter.


Normative Influence
A second explanation of polarization involves comparison with others. 
As Leon Festinger (1954) argued in his influential theory of social 
comparison, we humans want to evaluate our opinions and abilities 
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by comparing our views with others’. We are most persuaded by peo-
ple in our “reference groups”—groups we identify with (Abrams & 
others, 1990; Hogg & others, 1990). Moreover, wanting people to like us, 
we may express stronger opinions after discovering that others share 
our views.
 When we ask people (as I asked you earlier) to predict how others 
would respond to items such as the “Helen” dilemma, they typically 
exhibit pluralistic ignorance: They don’t realize how strongly others sup-
port the socially preferred tendency (in this case, writing the novel). A 
typical person will advise writing the novel even if its chance of success 
is only 4 in 10 but will estimate that most other people would require 
5 or 6 in 10. (This finding is reminiscent of the self-serving bias: People 
tend to view themselves as better-than-average embodiments of socially 
desirable traits and attitudes.) When the discussion begins, most people 
discover they are not outshining the others as they had supposed. In fact, 
some others are ahead of them, having taken an even stronger position 
in favor of writing the novel. No longer restrained by a misperceived 
group norm, they are liberated to voice their preferences more strongly.
 Perhaps you can recall a time when you and someone else wanted 
to go out with each other but each of you feared to make the first move, 
presuming the other probably did not have a reciprocal interest. Such 
pluralistic ignorance impedes the start-up of relationships (Vorauer & 
Ratner, 1996).
 Or perhaps you can recall a time when you and others were guarded 
and reserved in a group, until someone broke the ice and said, “Well, to 
be perfectly honest, I think. . . .” Soon you were all surprised to discover 
strong support for your shared views.
 This social comparison theory prompted experiments that exposed 
people to others’ positions but not to their arguments. This is roughly the 
experience we have when reading the results of an opinion poll or of exit 
polling on election day. When people learn others’ positions—without 
prior commitment and without discussion or sharing of arguments—they 
often adjust their responses to maintain a socially favorable position 
(Myers, 1978). This comparison-based polarization is usually less than that 
produced by a lively discussion. Still, it’s surprising that, instead of simply 
conforming to the group average, people often go it one better.
 Merely learning others’ choices also contributes to the bandwagon 
effect that creates blockbuster songs, books, and movies. Sociologist 
 Matthew Salganik and his colleagues (2006) experimented with the phe-
nomenon by engaging 14,341 Internet participants in listening to and, if 
they wished, downloading previously unknown songs. The researchers 
randomly assigned some participants to a condition that disclosed previ-
ous participants’ download choices. Among those given that information, 
popular songs became more popular and unpopular songs became less 
popular.
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 Group polarization research illustrates the complexity of social-
psychological inquiry. Much as we like our explanations of a phenomenon 
to be simple, one explanation seldom accounts for all the data. Because 
people are complex, more than one factor frequently influences an out-
come. In group discussions, persuasive arguments predominate on issues 
that have a factual element (“Is she guilty of the crime?”). Social compari-
son sways responses on value-laden judgments (“How long a sentence 
should she serve?”) (Kaplan, 1989). On the many issues that have both 
factual and value-laden aspects, the two factors work together. Discovering 
that others share one’s feelings (social comparison) unleashes arguments 
(informational influence) supporting what everyone secretly favors.


GROUPTHINK
Do the social-psychological phenomena we have been considering in the 
previous modules occur in sophisticated groups such as corporate boards 
or the president’s cabinet? Is there likely to be self-justification? self-
serving bias? a cohesive “we feeling” promoting conformity and stifling 
dissent? public commitment producing resistance to change? group 
polarization? Social psychologist Irving Janis (1971, 1982) wondered 
whether such phenomena might help explain good and bad group deci-
sions made by some twentieth-century American presidents and their 
advisers. To find out, he analyzed the decision-making procedures that 
led to several major fiascos:


• Pearl Harbor. In the weeks preceding the December 1941 Pearl 
Harbor attack that put the United States into World War II, 
military commanders in Hawaii received a steady stream of 
information about Japan’s preparations for an attack on the 
United States somewhere in the Pacific. Then military intelli-
gence lost radio contact with Japanese aircraft carriers, which 
had begun moving straight for Hawaii. Air reconnaissance could 
have spotted the carriers or at least provided a few minutes’ 
warning. But complacent commanders decided against such 
precautions. The result: No alert was sounded until the attack 
on a virtually defenseless base was under way. The loss: 18 ships, 
170 planes, and 2,400 lives.


• The Bay of Pigs Invasion. In 1961 President John Kennedy and 
his advisers tried to overthrow Fidel Castro by invading Cuba 
with 1,400 CIA-trained Cuban exiles. Nearly all the invaders 
were soon killed or captured, the United States was humiliated, 
and Cuba allied itself more closely with the former U.S.S.R. 
After learning the outcome, Kennedy wondered aloud, “How 
could we have been so stupid?”
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• The Vietnam war. From 1964 to 1967 President Lyndon Johnson 
and his “Tuesday lunch group” of policy advisers escalated the 
war in Vietnam on the assumption that U.S. aerial bombard-
ment, defoliation, and search-and-destroy missions would bring 
North Vietnam to the peace table with the appreciative support 
of the South Vietnamese populace. They continued the escala-
tion despite warnings from government intelligence experts and 
nearly all U.S. allies. The resulting disaster cost more than 
58,000 American and 1 million Vietnamese lives, polarized 
Americans, drove the president from office, and created huge 
budget deficits that helped fuel inflation in the 1970s.


 Janis believed those blunders were bred by the tendency of decision-
making groups to suppress dissent in the interests of group harmony, 
a phenomenon he called groupthink. In work groups, camaraderie 
boosts productivity (Mullen & Copper, 1994). Moreover, team spirit is 
good for morale. But when making decisions, close-knit groups may 
pay a price. Janis believed that the soil from which groupthink sprouts 
includes


• an amiable, cohesive group
• relative isolation of the group from dissenting viewpoints
• a directive leader who signals what decision he or she favors


 When planning the ill-fated Bay of Pigs invasion, the newly elected 
President Kennedy and his advisers enjoyed a strong esprit de corps. 
Arguments critical of the plan were suppressed or excluded, and the 
president soon endorsed the invasion.


SYMPTOMS OF GROUPTHINK
From historical records and the memoirs of participants and observers, 
Janis identified eight groupthink symptoms. These symptoms are a col-
lective form of dissonance reduction that surface as group members try 
to maintain their positive group feeling when facing a threat (Turner & 
others, 1992, 1994).
 The first two groupthink symptoms lead group members to overes-
timate their group’s might and right.


• An illusion of invulnerability. The groups Janis studied all 
developed an excessive optimism that blinded them to warnings 
of danger. Told that his forces had lost radio contact with the 
Japanese carriers, Admiral Kimmel, the chief naval officer at 
Pearl Harbor, joked that maybe the Japanese were about to 
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round Honolulu’s Diamond Head. They actually were, but 
Kimmel’s laughing at the idea dismissed the very possibility 
of its being true.


• Unquestioned belief in the group’s morality. Group members assume 
the inherent morality of their group and ignore ethical and moral 
issues. The Kennedy group knew that adviser Arthur Schlesinger, 
Jr., and Senator J. William Fulbright had moral reservations about 
invading a small, neighboring country. But the group never 
entertained or discussed those moral qualms.


Group members also become closed-minded.


• Rationalization. The groups discount challenges by collectively 
justifying their decisions. President Johnson’s Tuesday lunch 
group spent far more time rationalizing (explaining and justify-
ing) than reflecting on and rethinking prior decisions to escalate. 
Each initiative became an action to defend and justify.


• Stereotyped view of opponent. Participants in these groupthink 
tanks consider their enemies too evil to negotiate with or too 
weak and unintelligent to defend themselves against the 
planned initiative. The Kennedy group convinced itself that 
Castro’s military was so weak and his popular support so shal-
low that a single brigade could easily overturn his regime.


Finally, the group suffers from pressures toward uniformity.


• Conformity pressure. Group members rebuffed those who raised 
doubts about the group’s assumption and plans, at times not 
by argument but by personal sarcasm. Once, when President 
Johnson’s assistant Bill Moyers arrived at a meeting, the president 
derided him with, “Well, here comes Mr. Stop-the-Bombing.” 
Faced with such ridicule, most people fall into line.


• Self-censorship. Since disagreements were often uncomfortable 
and the groups seemed in consensus, members withheld or 
discounted their misgivings. In the months following the Bay of 
Pigs invasion, Arthur Schlesinger (1965, p. 255) reproached him-
self “for having kept so silent during those crucial discussions 
in the Cabinet Room, though my feelings of guilt were tem-
pered by the knowledge that a course of objection would have 
accomplished little save to gain me a name as a nuisance.”


• Illusion of unanimity. Self-censorship and pressure not to punc-
ture the consensus create an illusion of unanimity. What is 
more, the apparent consensus confirms the group’s decision. 
This appearance of consensus was evident in the Pearl Harbor, 
Bay of Pigs, and Vietnam fiascos and in other fiascos before and 
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since. Albert Speer (1971), an adviser to Adolf Hitler, described 
the atmosphere around Hitler as one where pressure to conform 
suppressed all deviation. The absence of dissent created an 
illusion of unanimity:


In normal circumstances people who turn their backs on reality are soon 
set straight by the mockery and criticism of those around them, which 
makes them aware they have lost credibility. In the Third Reich there were 
no such correctives, especially for those who belonged to the upper stra-
tum. On the contrary, every self-deception was multiplied as in a hall of 
distorting mirrors, becoming a repeatedly confirmed picture of a fantasti-
cal dream world which no longer bore any relationship to the grim out-
side world. In those mirrors I could see nothing but my own face repro-
duced many times over. No external factors disturbed the uniformity of 
hundreds of unchanging faces, all mine. (p. 379)


• Mindguards. Some members protect the group from information 
that would call into question the effectiveness or morality of its 
decisions. Before the Bay of Pigs invasion, Robert Kennedy took 
Schlesinger aside and told him, “Don’t push it any further.” 
Secretary of State Dean Rusk withheld diplomatic and intelligence 
experts’ warnings against the invasion. They thus served as the 
president’s “mindguards,” protecting him from disagreeable 
facts rather than physical harm.


Groupthink in Action
Groupthink symptoms can produce a failure to seek and discuss contrary 
information and alternative possibilities (Figure 20-3). When a leader 


Concurrence-
seeking


1  Illusion of 
invulnerability


2  Belief in inherent 
morality of the group


3  Collective 
rationalization


4  Stereotypes of    
outgroups


5  Direct pressure on 
dissenters


6  Self-censorship


7  Illusion of unanimity


8  Self-appointed    
mindguards


1  Incomplete survey of 
alternatives


2  Incomplete survey of 
objectives


3  Failure to examine risks 
of preferred choice


4  Poor information search


5  Selective bias in 
processing information 
at hand


6  Failure to reappraise 
alternatives


7  Failure to work out 
contingency plans


1  High cohesiveness


2  Insulation of the group


3  Lack of methodical 
procedures for search 
and appraisal


4  Directive leadership


5  High stress with a low 
degree of hope for 
finding a better 
solution than the one 
favored by the leader 
or other influential 
persons


Social conditions Symptoms of groupthink Symbols of defective 
decision making


FIGURE 20-3
Theoretical analysis of groupthink. Source: Janis & Mann, 1977, p. 132.
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promotes an idea and when a group insulates itself from dissenting 
views, groupthink may produce defective decisions (McCauley, 1989).
 British psychologists Ben Newell and David Lagnado (2003) believe 
groupthink symptoms may have also contributed to the Iraq war. 
They and others contended that both Saddam Hussein and George W. 
Bush surrounded themselves with like-minded advisers and intimi-
dated opposing voices into silence. Moreover, they each received fil-
tered information that mostly supported their assumptions—Iraq’s 
expressed assumption that the invading force could be resisted, and 
the United States’ assumption that Iraq had weapons of mass destruc-
tion, that its people would welcome invading soldiers as liberators, 
and that a short, peaceful occupation would soon lead to a thriving 
democracy.


PREVENTING GROUPTHINK
Flawed group dynamics help explain many failed decisions; sometimes 
too many cooks spoil the broth. However, given open leadership, a cohe-
sive team spirit can improve decisions. Sometimes two or more heads 
are better than one.
 In search of conditions that breed good decisions, Janis also analyzed 
two successful ventures: the Truman administration’s formulation of the 
Marshall Plan for getting Europe back on its feet after World War II and 
the Kennedy administration’s handling of the former U.S.S.R.’s attempts 
to install missile bases in Cuba in 1962. Janis’s (1982) recommendations 
for preventing groupthink incorporate many of the effective group pro-
cedures used in both cases:


• Be impartial—do not endorse any position.
• Encourage critical evaluation; assign a “devil’s advocate.” Better 


yet, welcome the input of a genuine dissenter, which does even 
more to stimulate original thinking and to open a group to 
opposing views, report Charlan Nemeth and her colleagues 
(2001a, 2001b).


• Occasionally subdivide the group, then reunite to air 
differences.


• Welcome critiques from outside experts and associates.
• Before implementing, call a “second-chance” meeting to air any 


lingering doubts.


When such steps are taken, group decisions may take longer to make, 
yet ultimately prove less defective and more effective.
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CONCEPTS TO REMEMBER
group polarization Group-produced 


enhancement of members’ pre-
existing tendencies; a strength-
ening of the members’ average 
tendency, not a split within the 
group.


social comparison Evaluating 
one’s opinions and abilities by 
comparing oneself to others.


groupthink “The mode of think-
ing that persons engage in 
when concurrence-seeking be-
comes so dominant in a cohe-
sive in-group that it tends to 
override realistic appraisal 
of alternative courses of 
action”—Irving Janis (1971).
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